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1.0 Executive Summary
Charity Overview
Restorations Second Stage Homes is a developing, registered charity based out of the
Golden Horseshoe Area of Ontario, Canada. The organization seeks to address specific
problems faced by victims of sexual exploitation and/or human trafficking and to contribute to
their rehabilitation and reintegration in society by offering a long-term residential care
program including counseling and other health and support services.
Restorations is in a developmental stage, lead by a volunteer, working, Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors is currently establishing long-term partnerships to sustain the
residential program, as well as identifying and hiring a visionary Executive Director to
implement the strategic goals and objectives of the organization.

Services

Restorations Second Stage Homes is an organization that will provide specialized, long-term
care to female survivors of commercial sexual exploitation. The core of our work will be
building and nurturing trusting, long-term relationships between survivors of commercial
sexual exploitation and staff, volunteers and the wider community. Our goal is to foster
trusting, long-term relationships in order to establish a foundation for recovery, healing,
empowerment and success.
There is no other program in Canada for survivors of commercial sexual exploitation like
what Restorations will offer. Our strengths include:
• Longterm care located on a rural property, providing residents with a sense of
security, safety and serenity
• Individualized, strengths-based programming opportunities
• One-on-one mentorship
• Holistic, Christ-centred approach to helping residents become restored – mind, body
and spirit
While other shelters and organizations offer short-term housing or housing in a urban or
suburban location, Restorations is unique in that it will offer up to two years programming in
a rural setting. On staff will be an Executive Director and support workers to assist clients in
their day-to-day.
The home provides residents with a three-phase program that will rejoice in their
uniqueness, restore physical, spiritual and mental well-being, and empower them to step into
their life’s purpose. The phases include personal development, vocational training, traumainformed therapy, life skills, mentorship and spiritual encouragement.

Area of Need

Restorations has identified the primary area of need as women, 18-25 years of age, who are
exiting the sex trade, regardless of whether they were prostituted or trafficked.
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Management

All programming will be overseen by our Executive Director, and specialized program
elements will be delivered by qualified staff and third party service providers. Volunteers will
also play a large role in the day-to-day functioning of programming including providing
specialized skills classes, maintenance, food preparation, etc.

Location(s)

Restorations will be located in a rural environment to promote a sense of security, safety and
serenity, away from many of the influences that first drew the victims into commercial sexual
exploitation. Location will also allow for flexibility and adaptation to programming needs.

Legal Structure
Restorations Second Stage Homes is a federally incorporated, registered charity with the
government of Canada. Governance and operations is currently overseen by a Board of
Directors.

1.1 Mission, Vision and Values
Mission:
Restorations stands for the truth that individuals are made perfectly and purposefully by God
with the right to live free from exploitation and abuse. We will create a community that
rejoices in each other’s uniqueness, restores physical, spiritual and mental well-being, and
empowers individuals to step into their life’s purpose.
Vision:
Restorations exists to provide specialized, long-term, holistic care for the victims of
commercial sexual exploitation in Canada. Our purposes are to address specific problems
faced by victims of sexual exploitation and/or human trafficking and to contribute to their
rehabilitation and reintegration in society by offering a long-term residential care program
including counseling and other health and support services.

1.2 Keys to Success
• Maintain an experienced, passionate and educated Board of Directors.
• Establish long-term financial partnerships.
• Continue to develop strong relationships and partnerships with community
service providers.
• Design and implement strict program controls and accountability.
• Ensure that offered services satisfy market needs.
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1.3 Objectives
• Secure sufficient funding, both start up and operational.
• Identify and hire visionary Executive Director to begin implementing strategic goals
and objectives.
• Open a women’s-only, second stage home that provides specialized, long-term,
holistic care for victims of commercial sexual exploitation.
• Continue to develop a strong Board of Directors that can offer guidance, help with
development efforts and govern the smooth operation of the organization.

2.0 Organizational Summary
Restorations Second Stage Homes was founded as a Hamilton, ON based, federally
incorporated not for profit, registered charity. The Board of Directors is currently serving as
governance and operations until an Executive Director is hired and a home is purchased.
The charity will serve female residents who are exiting the sex trade, regardless of whether
they were prostituted or trafficked, who are clear of substance addictions or have
undergone a 30-day detox program.
The goal of the organization is to provide specialized, holistic care to foster trusting, longterm relationships with staff, volunteers and the wider community, in order to establish a
foundation for recovery, healing, empowerment and success. Restorations' services are
unique in their specialized focus on survivors of commercial sexual exploitation, rural
environment, holistic strengths-based programming approach, and one-on-one mentorship.

2.1 Start-up Summary
Restorations will require the following real property and equipment to start-up:
• Rurally located, 6+ bedroom + office home ($900,000)
• Assorted furniture, furnishings, and appliances for home ($50,000)
• Computer, printer, and internet connection for home ($5000)
• Office furnishings (file cabinets, desk, chairs, shelving, etc) and computers plus
accessories ($10,000)

2.2 Legal Entity
Restorations Second Stage Homes is a federally incorporated, registered charity with the
government of Canada. Governance and operations is currently overseen by a Board of
Directors. Our purposes are to address specific problems faced by victims of sexual
exploitation and/or human trafficking and to contribute to their rehabilitation and reintegration
4
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in society by offering a long-term residential care program including counseling and other
health and support services.
Funds for the organization will come from many sources including: foundation grants,
corporate and individual donations, and in house fundraising efforts. A Director of
Development with in-depth experience with fundraising will be instrumental in Restorations’
search for funding.

3.0 Services

Restorations stands for the truth that individuals are made perfectly and purposefully by God
with the right to live free from exploitation and abuse. Our programming reflects our belief in
a need for rejoicing in each other's uniqueness, restoring physical, spiritual and mental wellbeing, and empowering individuals to step into their life's purpose.
There is no other program in Canada for survivors of commercial sexual exploitation like
what Restorations will offer. Our strengths include:
• Longterm care located on a rural property, providing residents with a sense of
security, safety and serenity
• Individualized, strengths-based programming opportunities
• One-on-one mentorship
• Holistic, Christ-centred approach to helping residents become restored – mind, body
and spirit
While other shelters and organizations offer short-term housing or housing in a urban or
suburban location, Restorations is unique in that it will offer up to two years programming in
a rural setting. On staff will be an Executive Director and support workers to assist clients in
their day-to-day. Specialized services and therapy will be administrative by partner
professionals and volunteers.
Each resident is unique in their needs, desires and strengths. As such, programming is
offered with a focus on individualized, strength-based practice where each resident is
encouraged to dream within a supportive and caring environment staffed with individuals
who have a passion for client-driven goal setting.

Phase 1: Rejoice

The “Rejoicing Phase” focuses on the immediate needs of the resident (approx 2 weeks or
as needed to acclimatize/deescalate):
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•

rest (light structure, low stress days with plenty of physical and mental rest as
needed)

•

healthy meals (consistent eating schedule including breakfast, lunch, dinner
and snacks to facilitate physical healing and adequate nutrition, overseen by
nutritionist/dietitian where individual cases indicate)

•

medical care (residents will see a medical doctor to assess any physical
needs and proceed with follow up as indicated by the medical professional)

•

acclimatization to her new surroundings (daily oversight by staff and
mentors to assess and adjust treatment plan as required, to facilitate transition
and respond to immediate needs)

•

crisis counselling (schedule to be determined by counsellor based upon
individual needs upon initial assessment)

•

coping strategies (in the event that a resident wants to leave, resources and
skills need to be taught, and the knowledge instilled that there are caring
people they can turn to. These strategies will also serve as building blocks for
Phase 2 development)

•

obtaining new identification documentation where needed (passport,
driver’s license, health card, etc.)

•

legal assistance and preparation where needed (partnership with legal aid/
lawyers to facilitate various legal issues such as custody/guardianship of
children, criminal/court cases, etc.)

Phase 2: Restore

In the “Restoring Phase”, a more structured, daily program will be put into place
incorporating the following programming elements (6 months-2 years):
•
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Trauma informed and trauma specific counselling and therapy
o

art therapy (drawing, painting, sculpting, music, etc. Technique to be
determined by resident needs/interests as assessed by counsellors)

o

equine therapy (partnership with local horse farms trained in equine
therapy will facilitate the equine therapy portion of programming where
indicated)

o

substance abuse/addictions counselling (schedule to be
determined by counsellor during assessment)

o

family counselling (schedule to be determined by counsellor during
assessment)

o

individual counselling (schedule to be determined by counsellor
during assessment)

o

group counselling (all phase two residents are required to fully
participate in group counselling sessions which are facilitated by
professional counsellors, schedule to be determined by counsellors
and Executive Director)

o

Post Traumatic Stress/Severe Trauma Therapy (as indicated and
assessed by medical professionals during assessment, therapy may
include Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing and
Cognitive Behavioural Therapies overseen by medical professionals/
counsellors)

o other therapeutic activities for self-expression, self-esteem and self-worth:

•
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▪

journaling

▪

yoga and Pilates, other forms of physical exercises

▪

drama

▪

other therapies as indicated

Life Skills (residents are expected to participate in the day to day functioning
of their home, volunteers and staff will oversee and facilitate development of
basic life skills on a daily/weekly basis)
o

cooking (volunteers/staff will oversee and teach residents to prepare
their own meals daily)

o

cleaning (volunteers/staff will oversee and teach residents how to
properly clean their home and set up a schedule/chore list for
residents to work together)

o

laundry (volunteers/staff will show each resident how to use laundry
as needed, residents will be on a schedule for use of laundry but will
do laundry themselves)

o

gardening

o

basic house maintenance

o

time management

o

communication

o

problem solving

o

managing conflict

o

physical health

o

personal safety and self defense

o

budgeting

o

other opportunities like computers, driving and sewing, based on
the resident’s interest

•

Education (residents will be tutored and educated one-on-one in a manner
that best suits their unique learning abilities)
o

OSSD (Ontario Secondary School Diploma)

o

GED (General Educational Development)

o

Educational Counselling (with a professional counsellor)
▪

•

Work Preparation and Readiness (Using a strengths-based approach, each
resident will be coached to become ready for meaningful and gainful
employment through volunteers and professional counsellors.)
o

•

Further education possibilities as directed by resident in
consultation with mentor or professional counsellor

basic professional development skills
▪

resume writing

▪

interviewing for a job

▪

on the job training/apprenticeship (in collaboration with local
businesses and business professionals, residents will explore
professional opportunities that suit their needs, interest and
strengths)

Mentorship
Each resident will be paired with a mentor who is responsible for guiding the
resident through the difficult emotional, physical and spiritual transitions that
they will encounter throughout their healing journey. Meeting with their
mentor on a weekly basis, residents will have opportunities to learn from
these positive role models, participate in fun activities, and learn to develop
confidence, self-esteem and respect through a trusting and caring
relationship. All mentors will have had personal experience with or a profound
understanding of commercial sexual exploitation and trauma.

▪

Leadership
Leadership skills – like confidence, motivation, responsibility, integrity – will be
engrained in each programming element in order to empower and equip
residents with the ability to take ownership of their life and future.

▪

Spiritual Encouragement
Residents will be invited – but not expected – to participate in Bible studies
and devotions, prayer time, worship services and other forms of spiritual
exploration.

Phase 3: Release

Graduates may also apply for Phase Three, a one year program which fosters further
development in leadership and mentorship. Phase Three residents will continue to reside at
Restorations (with increased time off the property) working to develop more advanced skills
based on their desires, interests and strengths. In conjunction with their case manager,
8
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residents will develop a year-long plan; opportunities may include taking on increased
leadership within Restorations and mentoring new residents, furthering professional
opportunities with local businesses or business professionals, or interning or volunteering
with local organizations. Applicants will be selected based on capacity, professional
development opportunities available to the resident, etc. Upon completion of Phase Three,
residents will work closely with their mentor and staff to secure safe housing, employment
and a positive support network.
PLEASE REFERENCE APPENDIX A & B
FOR DETAILED PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND LOGIC MODEL

4.0 Market Analysis
Restorations Second Stage Homes’ residential model is unlike any other in Canada. Other
shelters and organizations offer urban located, short-term housing where Restorations will
offer up to two years housing in a rural environment as well as long-term case support.

Local Market
Between 2011 and 2013, there were 551 cases of sex trafficking in Ontario according to The
Incidence of Human Trafficking in Ontario report by the Alliance Against Modern Slavery.
Resources for further research and reporting have been extremely limited so there is no way
of knowing the exact number of victims in Ontario or across Canada.
However, in conversations with local law enforcement and social services agencies, there is a
significantly high demand for long-term housing and case management, and not enough
services - in Canada, let alone southern Ontario - to meet this demand. Their victim services
funding is limited and can only cover short term solutions.

Key Competitors / SWOT Analysis
There is no other program in Canada for survivors of commercial sexual exploitation like
what Restorations will offer.
Our strengths include:
• Longterm care located on a rural property, providing residents with a sense of
security, safety and serenity
• Individualized, strengths-based programming opportunities
• One-on-one mentorship
• Holistic, Christ-centred approach to helping residents become restored – mind, body
and spirit
• A clear, studied plan to fill an identified need
• Board members include those experience in working front lines with victims
• Trauma-informed services specific to the unique needs of commercially sexually
exploited persons.
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Weaknesses include:
• Operational costs of a residential program and lack of governmental funding
• Limited funding sources and committed partnerships
• General population's lack of awareness of commercial sexual exploitation in Canada
• Grass roots model deters potential supporters who want proof of success before we
have the ability to open doors
• Current non-operational status
• Negative connotation of being a Christian organization deters some potential
supporters
• IIntricacies of Phase 1 programming (e.g. referrals, intake, living arrangements
alongside those in Phases 2 and 3, etc.) need to be flushed out more
Opportunities include:
• Increasing awareness of commercial sexual exploitation in Canada and the lack of
resources for survivors
• Bill C-36 and the private members bill “Saving the Girl Next Door” bringing
awareness to local communities of the issue of commercial sexual exploitation
• Increased involvement of police services in identifying and “rescuing” prostituted
women and victims of sex trafficking but lacking in resources to provide long-term
solutions
• Local round table discussions with police services, members of parliament and city
counsellors
Threats include:
• Lack of funding opportunities
• “Competitors” are opening short term/transitional housing in urban areas and under
the umbrella of well-known organizations that specialize in other areas but have no
proof of being successful in caring for survivors of commercial sexual exploitation.
• Non-operational status means no documented proof of success deterring potential
donors, however, can’t get documented proof without the funds to open the house
• Charitable governing limitations
• Commercial Sexual Exploitation is still a largely misunderstood issue
• Funding opportunities available to organizations focusing on "human trafficking"
may not be available for us since we are addressing commercial sexual exploitation
which includes prostitution.

Area of Need
Restorations has identified the primary area of need as women, 18-25 years of age, who are
exiting the sex trade, regardless of whether they were prostituted or trafficked. We expect
the majority of our residents to initially come from the Greater Toronto Area and the Golden
Horseshoe, however, we anticipate residents from all over Canada who need to be
relocated for safety purposes.
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Keys to Success
In general, our keys to successfully opening and operating a Second Stage Home will be to
continue:
• Building an experienced, passionate and educated Board of Directors.
• Establishing long-term financial partnerships.
• Building strong relationships and partnerships with community service providers.
• Designing and implementing strict program controls and accountability.
• Ensuring that offered services satisfy market needs.
In 2015, Restorations’ Board of Directors developed a policy highlighting our commitment to
incorporating and amplifying survivors’ voices. We committed to engaging in a series of
“Survivor Consultations” to gain feedback on our current course of direction. The results of
these consultations, provided further detailed insight and support into factors that would
make our residential programming a success, from a survivor’s perspective. Some of these
insights include the need to:
• Develop and adopt thoughtful screening and intake process
• Model Christ’s love rather than explicitly teach it
• Incorporate coping skills and strategies into Phase 1
• Provide programming with daily schedules and routines that are flexible, adaptable
and provide various options for residents.
• Provide strengths based approach to recovery with redemption and development of
areas of weakness/underdeveloped skills (ie. Individualized approach to recovery)
• Segregate Phase 1 and Phase 2 residents with soft transitions between phases
• Empower residents to make decisions and choices to take ownership of their lives
• Create a loving and supportive community
• Maintain consistent boundaries and discipline without shaming
• Model healthy conflict
• Encourage measurable goals then celebrating everything and anything
• Provide individual rooms for privacy in coping
• Create a “home” feel and not an institution
• Incorporate survivor leadership and mentorship
• Develop and implement careful and intentional screening process for volunteers
• Provide continued support to those who leave the program or graduate from the
program
PLEASE REFERENCE APPENDIX C
FOR THE FULL SURVIVOR CONSULTATION REVIEW
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5.0 Strategy and Implementation
Marketing Strategy

Restorations Second Stage Homes’ marketing strategy will be two pronged. One goal is to
raise awareness about the services to referring agencies. The second goal is to increase
awareness of Restorations within the community for fundraising efforts.
The main thrust of the effort of increasing awareness to referring agencies will be through the
development of relationships and partnerships with other social service providers, local
shelters, police services, victims services, and healthcare providers. These are the front line
workers who are in the best position to make referrals to people who are truly in need of the
services. By developing a relationship with these organizations, we will be able to help them
better serve their clients by providing opportunity for more specialized services. In return,
referring organizations will help us fulfill our mandate to serve this population and ensure that
our home is always maximum capacity so that we may serve as many individuals as
possible. These relationships will be developed by our Executive Director and Board of
Directors through direct interaction in private meetings or at events.
Through events, social media, round table discussions, interviews, and meetings,
Restorations will also campaign to develop a name within the community for fundraising
efforts. Fundraising is made more efficient when people know what Restorations is all about
and the positive work we will be doing.

Fundraising Strategy

The Development Officer and Board of Directors will be primarily responsible for identifying
and establishing funding opportunities. Long-term sustainability of Restorations Second
Stage Homes will rely primarily on Partnership Agreements with individuals, organizations,
churches, and companies. Limited funding is available through government and private
grants, and therefore will not be a reliable resource.
Other sources of funding will come through:
• Annual fundraising event - once Restorations opens, we will host one event each
year to celebrate achievements and raise funds for ongoing programming. Due to the
limitations of our Charitable Status, we are currently unable to direct our finances
towards an event without violating the governing regulations (only 10% of charitable
“activity” can be for fundraising)
• Third party fundraisers - organizations like BlueSea Philanthropy who organize
fundraisers like Ride for Refuge will provide Restorations with one-time donations.
• Fundraising Campaigns - specialized funding opportunities like “Sponsor a
Survivor” (similar to sponsorship of a World Vision child) or specific campaigns like
“Cultivate a Future” for funding a vegetable garden, “Build Hope” for capital
additions, and/or “Colour Her World” for decorating a new residents room, will occur
once Restorations is operational.

Funding Goals 2017
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The 2014 research report, The Incidence of Human Trafficking in Ontario by the
Alliance Against Modern Slavery, estimated an average total cost of $65,000 per
victim in a cost-benefit study carried out in Manitoba. With this average in mind, and
the plan for our first home to accommodate 4-5 women to start, Restorations will
need to acquire commitment for $25,000-$30,000 per month to qualify for mortgage
financing and successfully administer our residential programming model. As well, we
will need to secure the downpayment and start-up costs for the first home which
would range from $145,000 to $245,000 depending on purchase price of home.

Please note that the fundraising effort is not a static one-time or annual event. In
order to gain true operating sufficiency, Restorations Second Stage homes will need
to raise funds throughout the year. Consequently, the main task of the Development
Officer will be fundraising.
Donations

Partnerships

Third Party Fundraiser

Grants

x$1000 CDN

40
30
20
10
0
January

April

July

October

Milestones

The Board of Restorations is committed to the care of the women their programming will
serve. We are committed to ensuring everything is in place before doors are open in order to
avoid re-victimizing, re-traumatizing or re-exploiting this vulnerable population. These
milestones reflect this foundational value.
Assumptions:
• All funding will become available for each step required to open
• Zoning, insurance and financing settled
• Zoning will not be an issue
• Each step will go according to plan…

Milestone

Details

Executive Director will be
responsible for developing the
foundation of operations including
Hire PT ED
policies, procedures and
programming elements as well as
establishing key relationships with
service providers.
Development Officer will be
Hire PT Development responsible for financial
Officer
partnerships, donor relations, and
grant proposals.
Partnerships are essential to the
long-term sustainability of our
Signing Partnership
residential program. Signed
Agreements
agreements are required to attain
financing for our first home.
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Projected
Completion

Status

January 2017

Finalizing JD
Oct 2016

January 2017

Finalizing JD
Oct 2016

June 2017

Identifying
Partners

Milestone
Purchase and
Finance a Home

Finalize policies and
procedures

Hire FT Staff

Details

Projected
Completion

Average value of 6 bedroom +
office rural home with room to
grow, is $900,000, desire 10%
June 2018
downpayment and commitments
for 3 years operating budget before
purchasing home

Executive Director and Board to do September
2018
In-house staff to be hired on fulltime
finances, insurance, services all
taken care of

Take possession of
home
Training of Staff/
Executive Director
Volunteers
Renovation/Set-up of Board and volunteers, contractors
home
if needed
Finalize programming Executive Director and Staff
outcomes/elements

September
2018
September
2018
October 2018
October 2018
November
2018
November
2018

Application process

Initiation of application process

Resident Screening

Initiation of screening process

Doors Open

Welcome Residents

Programming
Assessment

The effectiveness of our residential
program will always be in a state of
assessment in order to make the December
necessary course corrections for
the benefit of residents. However, 2019
a detailed assessment will occur
annually for programming and
reporting purposes.

Open more homes

Recognizing the incredible need
for specialized, long-term care in
Canada, and the limited number of
residential spaces in one home, it December
is our long-term goal to open a
2020
new home in various locations
every 3-5 years. This is completely
dependent on availability of
resources.
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November
2018
December
2018

Status
Awaiting
partnership
commitments
policy and
procedure
templates
available, hiring
ED to evaluate
and adjust

6.0 Operations and Management
Location(s)

The inaugural home of Restorations Second Stage homes will be located in the rural outskirts
of Hamilton, Ontario, ideally, in the Flamborough-Glanbrook riding. The rural environment will
offer security from perpetrators/temptations, serenity for recovery and space to expand.
Recognizing the incredible need for specialized, long-term care in Canada, and the limited
number of residential spaces available in one home, it is Restorations’ goal to multiply every
3-5 years to communities with an identified need. Some currently identified communities are
Waterloo, London, Windsor, Niagara Falls, and Ottawa. Multiplication will be dependent upon
availability of resources.
Personnel Plan 2017
• Executive Director - PT contract position ideally starting January 2017 with full time
contract to begin September 2017, As the inaugural Executive Director, this person
will be responsible for developing the foundation of operations including developing
policies, procedures and programming. The Executive Director may also be called
upon by the Board of Directors to consult with securing a location for the house and
other tasks associated with establishing its grand opening. As the house is developed
and begins operations, the Executive Director will be responsible for the operations of
Restorations Second Stage Homes, the deliverance of its program, and overseeing a
team of social service staff. The Executive Director reports directly to the Board of
Directors.
• Development Officer - PT contract ideally starting January 2017 with full time contract
to be assessed in September 2017, Reporting directly to the Executive Director, the
Development Officer is responsible for ensuring annual gift fundraising benchmarks
and performance goals are achieved. This dynamic fundraiser is responsible for
identifying, qualifying, cultivating, soliciting, and stewarding individuals and
organizations. The Development Officer will be responsible for maintaining a donor
portfolio and Partnership Agreements.
• Administrative Staff - position description, qualifications and terms to be assessed by
the Executive Director based on need.
• On-Site Support Staff (3-4) - position description, qualifications and terms to be
assessed by the Executive Director based on programming needs. Restorations will
have 24 hour staff on-site. The composition of this staff will be determined by the ED
and approved by the Board of Directors.
• Contract Staff/Services - specialized staff and services will be contracted based on
programming needs. These contracts may include but are not limited to Payroll and
Accounting services, specialized Therapists/Counsellors, and volunteer coordination.
Board of Directors - This board will consist of a minimum of 3 and maximum of 10 passionate
and qualified individuals. The board will be the governing body of Restorations Second Stage
Homes and will be responsible to the government of Canada, ensuring all operations,
policies and procedures abide by the governing documents of the corporation. These
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directors will be unpaid volunteers and will work directly with the Executive Director to ensure
effective execution of the stated purposes of Restorations.
Payroll projections (pending financial resources)
• Executive Director = $70,000/yr (PT @ $35,000 Jan-Sept 2017)
• Development Officer = $51,000/yr (PT @ $25,500 Jan-Sept 2017)
• Full Time Support Worker = $60,000/yr (estimated requirement of 2 FT workers)
• Part Time Support Worker = $30,000/yr (estimated requirement of 2 PT workers

7.0 Financials
Restorations Second Stage Homes
5 Years' Cash Flow Forecast Statement
as at October 31, 2016
(CAD '000)

2014 Act 2015 Act 2016 Act 2017 Fcst 2018 Fcst 2019 Fcst 2020 Fcst 2021 Fcst

CAD

CAD

CAD

CAD

CAD

CAD

CAD

CAD

Bank Loan

0.00

0.00

0.0

810.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Donation

4.65 19.93

16.9

18.0

18.0

18.0

18.0

18.0

Third Party Fundraiser

0.00

0.00

5.6

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

Other

0.03

0.01

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

SUB Total Cash In

4.67 19.93

22.5

848.0

38.0

38.0

38.0

38.0

CASH IN :

CASH OUT :

Operating Expenses :

Staff Expenses
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Salaries

0.00

0.00

0.0

90.5

301.0

301.0

301.0

301.0

Benefits

0.00

0.00

0.0

20.8

51.6

51.6

51.6

51.6

0.00

0.00

0.0

111.3

352.6

352.6

352.6

352.6

Computer Maintenace

0.00

0.00

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Accounting Softeware

0.00

0.00

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Printing & Stationary

0.00

0.00

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Postage (Incl. Mail Box Rental)
0.00

0.00

0.2

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

Insurance

1.46

0.81

0.8

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.46

0.81

1.1

3.2

3.7

3.7

3.7

3.7

Repair and Maintenace

0.00

0.00

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Utilities

0.00

0.00

0.0

4.2

8.8

9.3

9.7

10.2

Insurance

0.00

0.00

0.0

1.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

0.00

0.00

0.0

5.3

11.9

12.4

12.8

13.3

Gas and Oil

0.00

0.00

0.0

0.0

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

Insurance

0.00

0.00

0.0

0.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

Maintenace

0.00

0.00

0.0

0.0

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

0.00

0.00

0.0

0.0

6.9

6.9

6.9

6.9

Tele/Network Communication
0.00

0.00

0.0

0.1

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

Professional Expenses

1.07

7.52

0.5

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

Advertising

0.60

4.84

0.2

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Programming for 4-6 persons
0.00

0.08

0.1

0.0

260.0

325.0

390.0

390.0

Sundry

0.00

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.76 12.44

0.7

23.6

283.8

348.8

413.8

413.8

3.22 13.25

1.8

143.3

659.0

724.4

789.9

790.3

Bank Interest

0.00

0.00

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Mortgage Interest

0.00

0.00

0.0

8.6

20.3

19.7

19.1

18.4

Leasing Interest

0.00

0.00

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.00

0.24

0.1

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

Office Expenese

Building Expenses

Car Expenses

Other Expenses

SUB Total

0.09

Financial Expenses :

Interest Expenses

Service Charges
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Mortgage Principle Repayment 0.00

0.00

0.0

9.7

23.6

24.3

24.8

25.6

SUB Total

0.00

0.24

0.1

19.1

44.8

44.8

44.8

44.8

Land and Building

0.00

0.00

0.0

900.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Furniture & Equipment

0.00

0.00

0.0

55.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Renovation

0.00

0.00

0.0

30.0

0.0

0.0

20.0

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.0

10.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Furniture & Equipment

0.00

0.00

0.0

10.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Computer

0.00

0.00

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Printer

0.00

0.00

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Computer Accessories

0.00

0.00

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

Internet Setting

0.00

0.00

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.00

0.00

0.0 1,010.0

0.0

0.0

20.0

2.0

1.9 1,172.4 703.7

769.2

854.6

837.1

Capital Expenses :

House

Car (Used)

Office

SUB Total

SUB Total Cash Out

3.22 13.49

TOTAL Cash In / (Out)

1.45

6.44

20.6 -324.4 -665.7 -731.2 -816.6 -799.1

Summary :
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Total Cash In

4.67 19.93

Total Cash Out

3.22 13.49

BALANCE

1.45

6.44

22.5

848.0

38.0

38.0

38.0

38.0

1.9 1,172.4 703.7

769.2

854.6

837.1

20.6 -324.4 -665.7 -731.2 -816.6 -799.1

Restorations Second Stage Homes
5 Years' Capital Expendiure Forecast Statement
as at October 31, 2016
(CAD '000)

2017 Fcst 2018 Fcst 2019 Fcst 2020 Fcst 2021 Fcst
CAD

CAD

CAD

CAD

CAD

900.0

-

-

-

-

Furniture & Equipment

55.0

-

-

-

-

Renovation

30.0

-

-

20.0

-

985.0

-

-

20.0

-

10.0

-

-

-

-

10.0

-

-

-

-

Computer

2.0

-

-

-

-

Printer

1.0

-

-

-

-

Computer Accessories

1.0

-

-

-

1.0

Internet Setting

1.0

-

-

-

1.0

15.0

-

-

-

2.0

1,010.0

-

-

20.0

2.0

House :
Land and Building

Car (Used) :

Office :
Furniture & Equipment

TOTAL 5 Years' Capital Spending
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Appendix A - Long Form Program Description
Restorations stands for the truth that individuals are made perfectly and purposefully by God
with the right to live free from exploitation and abuse. Our programming reflects our belief in
a need for rejoicing in each other's uniqueness, restoring physical, spiritual and mental wellbeing, and empowering individuals to step into their life's purpose.
There is no other program in Canada for survivors of commercial sexual exploitation like
what Restorations will offer. Our strengths include:
• Longterm care located on a rural property, providing residents with a sense of
security, safety and serenity
• Individualized, strengths-based programming opportunities
• One-on-one mentorship
• Holistic, Christ-centred approach to helping residents become restored – mind, body
and spirit
While other shelters and organizations offer short-term housing or housing in a urban or
suburban location, Restorations is unique in that it will offer up to two years programming in
a rural setting.. On staff will be an Executive Director and support workers to assist clients in
their day-to-day. Specialized services and therapy will be administrative by partner
professionals and volunteers.
Our residential recovery programs for victims of commercial sexual exploitation, will promote
healing, wholeness, independence and family reunification by dealing with the issues in a
holistic way. Counseling and therapy, life skills, education, work preparation and readiness,
mentorship, leadership and spiritual encouragement are all aspects of our holistic approach
to restoration.
Each resident is unique in their needs, desires and strengths. As such, programming will be
offered with a focus on individualized, strength-based practice where each resident is
encouraged to dream within a supportive and caring environment staffed with individuals
who have a passion for client-driven goal setting.
Victims and survivors of commercial sexual exploitation are in need of positive, long-term
relationship building. There is no “quick and easy fix” for trauma recovery, and our
programming is modelled with longevity and a commitment to long-term support in mind.
Restorations will strive to provide programming that is balanced in providing enough
scheduled activities throughout the day for continued growth and development, while also
recognizing and respecting survivors’ needs for working at their own pace and time.
In order to address specific issues within recovery and healing, Restorations’ programming
will be offered in 3 Phases (Rejoice, Restore and Release) and will take a holistic, Christcentred approach to helping residents become restored – mind, body and spirit.
All residential programming will be within a community living environment which fosters a
positive family atmosphere, promotes teamwork and solidarity with others, and encourages
building trusting relationships.
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Phase 1: Rejoice

Phase One operates throughout the year in thirty day cycles. This allows for potential
new admissions every thirty days (dependent on space). While a potential resident is
awaiting the next cycle of Phase One, Restorations Intake Staff will assess the
suitability of the resident in conjunction with the referring agency.
The “Rejoicing Phase” focuses on the immediate needs of the resident: rest, healthy
meals, medical care, acclimatization to her new surroundings, crisis counselling,
coping strategies, obtaining new identification documents, and preparation for the
legal process. During this time, there will be a period of no visitors and limited phone
and internet use to help residents become accustomed to her new surroundings and
lifestyle. It is permissible for residents to complete Phase One multiple times as
needed as determined by the resident in conjunction with Restorations staff.
During Phase One, the residents’ days will consist of lightly structured activities in
addition to meetings addressing immediate needs (medical appointments, any legal
issues, obtaining new documents, etc.). With a focus on deescalating and crisis
management, counselling will be offered on an as-needed basis if the client is in her
first rotation of Phase One.
Restorations will be a drug and alcohol free facility. Restorations will not offer facilities
for substance abuse detox but will work closely with addictions facilities to provide
intake upon completion of detoxification. Potential residents with addictions to illegal
substances and/or alcohol must have completed a detox program lasting no less than
30 days immediately prior to entry into Restorations. Upon completion of detox and
entry into Restorations’ Phase One, further counselling supporting issues related to
addictions and substance abuse will be provided.

Phase 2: Restore

When a resident determines that she is ready to complete the Rejoicing Phase, she
will meet with her case manager to discuss progressing to Phase Two. In the
Restoring Phase, a more structured, daily program will be put into place incorporating
the following programming elements:
Trauma informed and trauma specific counselling and therapy
With the resident self-determining which method(s) of counselling and therapy
best suits her needs, residents will have access to a variety of trauma
informed therapeutic opportunities including but not limited to art therapy,
equine therapy, substance abuse/addictions counselling, family counselling,
individual counselling and group counselling. Time for other therapeutic
activities including journaling, yoga and Pilates, and drama will be included in
the residents’ schedules to encourage a variety of means for self-expression,
reflection and healing as well as developing self-worth and self-esteem.
Severe trauma and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder symptoms often require
specialized trauma specific counselling including EMDR (Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing) and Cognitive Behavioural Therapies.
When certain forms of therapy or counseling are not available on site, all
efforts will be made to utilize local resources, organizations and professionals.
All residents will be expected to participate fully in group counselling sessions
with other Phase Two residents in addition to one-on-one counselling with an
appointed case manager.
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Life Skills
We recognize that survivors of commercial sexual exploitation have not
always had adequate opportunities to acquire certain life skills necessary for
independent day-to-day life. Direct and indirect teaching of life skills is core to
Restorations programming. In our community life environment, residents will
be expected to participate in the routine functions of the home including
cooking, cleaning, laundry, gardening, and basic house maintenance.
Residents will also be mentored in other basic life skills functions including
time management, communication, problem solving, managing conflict,
hygiene and healthy eating habits, physical health, personal safety and self
defense, and budgeting. Other opportunities based on the resident’s interest
may include skills like using a computer, driving, sewing, etc.
Residents will be given opportunities to learn basic life skills in respectful,
empowering ways. Not only will this equip survivors with basic skills needed to
live independently once they have graduated from the program, but each
resident will feel a sense of ownership of and responsibility for their living
environment.
Education
We recognize that survivors of commercial sexual exploitation have not
always had adequate opportunities to acquire basic educational achievements
necessary for obtaining gainful employment or meaningful work. Residents
who have not had opportunities to complete their OSSD (Ontario Secondary
School Diploma), GED (General Educational Development) or its equivalency
will be required to participate in on-site educational classes to obtain these
credentials.
Just as we recognize that each resident is unique in their needs, desires and
strengths, we respect that each resident may learn in unique and distinct
ways. We aim to provide education in a way that is meaningful to each
student and emphasize a strength-based approach in delivery.
For residents who have completed their GED/OSSD and wish to pursue
further education, we will provide educational counseling to explore additional
paths of learning.
Work Preparation and Readiness
Using a strengths-based approach, each resident will be coached to become
ready for meaningful and gainful employment. Basic professional
development skills will be established including resume writing and
interviewing for a job.
In collaboration with local businesses and business professionals, residents
will be provided with opportunities to explore professional opportunities that
suit their needs, interests and strengths.
Mentorship
The core of our work is building and nurturing trusting, long-term relationships
between survivors of commercial sexual exploitation and staff, volunteers and
the wider community.
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Each resident will be paired with a mentor who is responsible for guiding the
resident through the difficult emotional, physical and spiritual transitions that
they will encounter throughout their healing journey. Meeting with their mentor
on a weekly basis, residents will have opportunities to learn from these
positive role models, participate in fun activities, and learn to develop
confidence, self-esteem and respect through a trusting and caring
relationship. All mentors will have had personal experience with or a profound
understanding of commercial sexual exploitation and trauma.
Leadership
We recognize that survivors of commercial sexual exploitation have not
always had adequate opportunities to become positive leaders within their
social community. At Restorations, we aim to foster positive leadership traits,
not just so residents are capable of leading others, but so they can overcome
the history of disempowerment experienced in their own lives.
Leadership skills – like confidence, motivation, responsibility, integrity – will be
engrained in each programming element in order to empower and equip
residents with the ability to take ownership of their life and future.
Spiritual Encouragement
“But I will restore you to health and heal your wounds, declares the LORD,
because you are called an outcast…” Jeremiah 30:17. Restorations stands
for the truth that individuals are made perfectly and purposefully by God with
the right to live free from exploitation and abuse. We believe that every person
is “fearfully and wonderfully made” (Psalm 139:14), and we encourage each
resident to discover God’s grace and purpose for their life.
Residents will be invited – but not expected – to participate in Bible studies
and devotions, prayer time, and worship services. Sunday worship services
will be offered on site for those who feel that their safety and security will be
compromised by leaving the property.
The duration of the Restoring Phase depends on the resident’s progress and desire
to stay at Restorations. However, residents must commit to participate in Phase Two
for a minimum of 6 months (in addition to Phase One). Participants will be
encouraged to complete Phase Two within two years.
Upon completion of Phase Two, residents will graduate from Restorations and work
closely with their mentor and staff to secure safe housing, employment and a positive
support network.

Phase 3: Release

Graduates may also apply for Phase Three, a one year program which fosters further
development in leadership and mentorship. Phase Three residents will continue to
reside at Restorations (with increased time off the property) working to develop more
advanced skills based on their desires, interests and strengths. In conjunction with
their case manager, residents will develop a year-long plan; opportunities may include
taking on increased leadership within Restorations and mentoring new residents,
furthering professional opportunities with local businesses or business professionals,
or interning or volunteering with local organizations. Applicants will be selected
based on capacity, professional development opportunities available to the resident,
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etc. Upon completion of Phase Three, residents will work closely with their mentor
and staff to secure safe housing, employment and a positive support network.
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Appendix B - Program Logic Model
Target Population

•
•
•
•
•

Adult women (18-25)
Victims of sex trafficking and commercial sexual exploitation
Have self-identified as wanting change/help
Open to holistic approach
Have completed some sort of initial stabilization period

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(influences that are present before interventions)
level of trauma (length, severity)
age
presence of children
family dynamics
neighbourhood risk level
peer group
complicity in trafficking operations
level of education
other presenting therapeutic problems or mental health issues
exposure to previous interventions
community support
how individual was introduced to exploitive situation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

safety
housing/shelter
trauma-informed therapy & programming
physical rehabilitation (care of body)
spirituality/faith
education
professional development
life skills
coaching
mentorship
case management
crisis management
community

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

building core life skills
competency building for independent living
competency building for sustainable employment
mastering therapeutic and crisis management skills
relational competence
growing in faith
building character
building self-esteem and self-worth

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

elimination of further occurrences of re-exploitation, substance abuse, delinquency, and relapse
moving vulnerable women to a sustainable lifestyle
increase emotional stability of survivors
creating healthier families
changing generational patterns
mutual transformation (community and recipient)
reclaiming the value of women
exposure to faith impacting personal decision making
developing survivor-informed programming and mentorship opportunities

Antecedent Variables
Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff
Volunteers
Donors/Financial Contributors
Facilities
Equipment
External community and/or government
supports, resources and/or referral agencies

Program Inputs

Mediating Variables
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intermediate Outputs
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Outcomes

(influences that operate at the same time as the
program)
willingness to engage with program
willingness to utilize knowledge outside the
program
commitment to change
reception of personal opportunities
personal and professional aspirations and goals
social norms and attitudes
family issues and level of engagement
length of sobriety
willingness to engage with new community

Appendix C - Survivor Consultation 2015-2016
Appendix C - Survivor Consultation 2015-16

Prepared by Jennifer Lucking for Restorations Second Stage Homes April
2016
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Introduction
In 2015, Restorations’ Board of Directors developed a policy highlighting our commitment to incorporating
and amplifying survivors’ voices (see Appendix 1 for full policy). Despite our commitment to survivor voice
and leadership, we recognized that we did not have any survivors on our board of directors. Thus, we
committed to engaging in a series of “Survivor Consultations” to gain feedback on our current course of
direction. Jennifer Lucking was tasked with consulting with up to four survivors.

Research Methods
Jennifer began by developing a list of guiding questions (see Appendix 2) for these survivor consultation
meetings and received feedback from the rest of the board; these questions were not meant to be used
strictly, but rather as a guide to facilitate conversation. Each survivor consultation lasted approximately 1-2
hours, and each survivor was compensated $40 (by cheque, processed by Sally Wong following the
interview).
With feedback and affirmation from the board, Jennifer reached out to survivors she was familiar with
through networks and wider work around issues of sex trafficking and commercial sexual exploitation. All
survivors were commercially sexually exploited in Ontario; their individual experiences were unique to their
journeys and reflected a wide range of diversity while also highlighting common themes and issues of
commercial sexual exploitation.
Prior to each survivor consultation meeting, the survivor was sent a copy of a contract (see Appendix 3)
outlining the purpose of these consultation meetings and expectations of both survivors and Restorations.
Also prior to each meeting, the survivor received an electronic copy of our case for support, programming
model outline and logic model and asked to review these before the meetings. Two of four survivors
mentioned that they did not review these documents prior to the meeting, so the consultation time was
spent in conversation that alternated between educating the survivor of our plans and receiving direct
feedback for each topic of conversation.
As consultation notes contain confidential and sensitive information about each survivor’s experience, this
document will act as a compilation of feedback received and contains no confidential information. The
following sections outline major themes of conversations: 1) how faith plays a role in programming, 2) Phase
I intricacies, 3) Phase II intricacies, 4) location and facilities, and 5) staffing pertaining to staff and volunteers.
Two other sections – 1) course corrections and new ideas and 2) other affirmations – will highlight other
topics of concern, previously unconsidered ideas and general affirmations of our plans. The content in the
following sections acts as a report of what was obtained and learned during survivor consultations; to the
extent possible through qualitative research, the researcher’s reflections and analysis – and consequently,
though not intentionally, biases – of data obtained are not included in this report.

Faith
Each survivor consultant happened to also identify as a Christian.1 As such, they were each able to express
how their faith and relationship with Jesus Christ played a role either in their journey out of exploitation or
currently in their daily lives especially as they reflect on their lived experiences. Furthermore, they were able
to offer insight into how to disciple residents2 with sensitivity.
Each consultant agreed that modeling Christ’s love rather than explicitly teaching it is a more preferable way
to witness and share of God’s faithfulness, especially to this population of women who may hold negative
ideas of or suffered negative experiences with God, Christians, and/or the Church. Two of the survivors
emphasized the importance of teaching Biblical principles through practical applications.

“If you’re going to offer Bible studies, make them practical and life giving. [They
need to learn of] God as someone who loves you where you are, no matter where
you are from. People struggle with guilt and shame and unworthiness.”
Rather than aiming to introduce residents to everything in the Bible, one survivor recommended teaching the
mechanics of faith and utilizing topical conversations about the Bible to create a hunger for more.
Recognizing that not all the residents will identify as Christian or be open to Christian teachings, one
consultant mentioned that there is power in respectful dialogue and conversations – not for the purpose of
converting, but to seek to better understand in mutual love and respect. This is also relevant to other areas of
differing opinions and viewpoints pertaining to other issues beyond faith.

“No one asked me ‘help me understand how you see things that way’ when there
were differences in opinion. [Faith-based activities and conversations are good]
as long as faith isn’t used as a way to knock anyone down further, or condemn or
judge further.”
When serving a population who has already suffered great shame and stigma, Restorations staff and
volunteers may find that residents have experienced negative encounters with or have preconceived notions
of God, Christians and/or the Church. One survivor recognized the need to share not just about who God is,
but what he isn’t, recognizing that we will need to dispel myths and notions of who God is or isn’t based on
prior judgements or preconceived notions. This survivor also mentioned that she often asks other victims and
survivors that she knows “is there a God?” She commented that everyone says “yes,” to which she asks “how

1

Note: it was not the deliberate intention to only interview Christian survivors.
The term “resident(s)” is used to refer to clients who will be residing at Restorations’ proposed housing program.
In the course of information gathering and learning about other residential programs for survivors of trafficking
and/or commercial sexual exploitation, we have discovered that a variety of terms are utilized by organizations to
refer to their clients. For the purpose of this report, “resident(s)” has been chosen, although this term may not be
used in future operations.
2

do you know?” They often respond with “because I’ve seen so much evil.” This is often followed with the
following questions:

“Where was he?” We will have to dispel myths and notions that God is a god who doesn’t care
what happens to us.
“Does he still love me?” and “Will he forgive me?” We will have to dispel myths and notions that
there are things that we can do that cause God not to love us anymore.
One survivor referenced two acquaintances of hers who received help from another faith-based organization.
Apparently these acquaintances held mostly positive attitudes about this particular organization, but had
critiques about how faith was approached in their programming. This particular organization was “strict and
hard on the gospel” and was “quite intense” on how they incorporated faith-based activities into their daily
activities. By this, she means that “Bible study, prayer and reflection were heavily regimented into the
programming and daily schedule.” Furthermore, these acquaintances felt that there was a lot of emphasis on
sharing their stories, often in ways that felt their stories were “canned” (i.e. marketable). Apparently, there
were stories that suited more Christian audiences and others that appealed to non-Christian audiences. In
the words of the survivor, she felt that “this [practice of marketing stories] emphasizes the belief that we
have to tailor ourselves to what people want to hear, not our authentic self.”
In one particularly interesting conversation with a survivor, she said this:

“I love being called the daughter of the King! Girls need to hear more about being
daughters, being loved, having a future, having hope.”
Upon asking her “how did you react when you heard that God was your ‘Father’ when you’ve only ever had
poor father/father figures before?” she responded with this:

“Before I heard that God was my ‘Father,’ I learned that God was all loving, all
powerful. Girls need to know his attributes and his characteristics, and then tell
them that he’s their loving Father.”
During the first consultation, the survivor addressed Restorations’ cornerstone verse:

“‘But I will restore you to health and heal your wounds,’ declares the LORD,
‘because you are called an outcast, Zion for whom no one cares.’”
Jeremiah 30:17
She addressed the fact that victims of commercial sexual exploitation already feel marginalized and outcast,
this does not need to be emphasized further.3

3

Within weeks of the consultation with this survivor, Restorations removed the second half of the verse from
communication materials, choosing to place emphasis and focus on the restorative nature of God’s relationship
with creation and created beings.

Questions moving forward
What would have resulted from interviewing a survivor who did not identify as Christian
(whether she identified as belonging to another faith group or as atheist/agnostic)? What insight
would non-Christian survivors have for us in developing a faith-based program?
To what extent do we offer faith-based elements as part of our daily programming? (e.g. Bible
studies, prayer time, worship services, etc.)
How do we offer faith-based programming in ways that do not imply (explicitly or assumed)
obligation to attend, especially to a disenfranchised population who may feel an obligation to
attend due to history of people pleasing, lack of empowerment, etc.?

Phase I Intricacies
All consultants affirmed the need for residents (who have a history of substance abuse issues/addictions) to
detox offsite before joining Restorations.
In speaking with the consultants about Phase I, more questions about this aspect of the programming were
asked than I had answers for. These questions revealed the need for this part of the programming to be more
“flushed out” in our dreaming and visioning. However, these questions raised also allowed survivors to speak
into the program and offer solutions and suggestions.
Two of the survivors stressed the importance of using Phase I as an opportunity to engage with survivors
about coping skills and strategies as well as harm reduction practices.4 One particular survivor highlighted the
fact that we need to operate knowing that not everyone will remain with Restorations. Anticipating that the
highest rate of “relapse” could occur during Phase I, this survivor noted that we should use this period to
equip and empower residents with skills, strategies and resources that would be of benefit to them if they
returned to the life of the sex trade. While we certainly do not want to operate with a defeatist mentality and
should move forward in hopes that each resident will proceed to Phase 2, “we will need to be prepared for
the fact that they might want to leave and use this period for planting seeds.” These seeds can be fertilized in
various ways:

if they go back to the sex trade, these seeds will be planted in them so they know we are caring
people they can turn to, but
if they continue on to Phase II these seeds can be opportunities for growth as they develop.
To this particular survivor, harm reduction means providing residents with all kinds of resources, addictions
tools, free counselling services, a takeaway checklist (a questionnaire of sorts that would highlight areas of
concern; “does your guy do this, this and this? If so, call me!”), and other resources. The survivor mentioned
4

One particular survivor mentioned harm reduction, and we spent a considerable amount of time talking about
what this phrase means and does not mean. “Harm reduction” as a term has been used by some who take the
stance that “sex work” is a viable and empowering option for many women in the sex trade; as such, this term has
been utilized to talk about ways to safely engage in sex work as a profession. However, this particular survivor and
I spoke to great length about how “harm reduction” conversations can be had by those who identify as
abolitionists.

that this basic harm reduction model can be subtle in its approach: “don’t go in defeatist saying ‘if you decide
not to stay, here is what you need to know…” But information, tools and strategies can be taught in subtle
ways.
The other survivor who stressed the importance of using Phase I as an opportunity to engage with survivors
about coping skills and strategies mentioned that at this stage for her (what would have been considered
“Phase I” of the program she accessed for help) she felt like she had nothing to ground herself at a point in
time where everything (emotions, feelings of crisis, etc.) were at their highest. Along with the other
fundamental necessities that we are offering during Phase I (sleep, eating, ensuring documents are in order,
etc.), coping strategies are crucial and provide a foundational building block on which Phase II expands. This
consultant also mentioned that if a survivor in the program is involved with legal processes (i.e. giving a
statement to police, needing to go to court against pimp, etc.), we should start during Phase I to prepare
them for everything to be involved in this highly-stressful process. This process of preparing might not have
to be done all at once (i.e. if pimp will not be in court for months and survivor does not have to testify right
away), but the initial stages of preparation and letting the survivor know what to expect is important for
expectations and empowering her in dealing with her own case.
One survivor suggested that a daily schedule/routine be introduced during this time (of Phase I) and then
carried on into Phase II as seamlessly as possible so residents aren’t pushed into crisis. This schedule should
consist of large rest times, a food schedule (to help their bodies respond to a schedule), scheduled
counselling time, mini sessions of encouragement (for example, speakers who can share of their struggles
and their accomplishments to show that it is doable), and cultural components (i.e. cultural components for
Indigenous women, Black women, and other ethnic women).
While the consultants affirmed the value of a strengths-based model, some of the survivors also emphasized
the need to develop weaknesses. The consultants took different approaches/ideas to this concept:

One survivor spoke of identifying and developing areas of weaknesses as a method of preparing
those who may prematurely leave Phase I to return to the sex trade; she said “[develop] a
weaknesses checklist; pimps and exploiters are targeting their weaknesses. So help them
identify what they are. Don’t pinpoint all of their flaws! But help them identify their weaknesses
so when someone preys on them, they can identify it and act.”
This same survivor spoke of the power of identifying underdeveloped skill sets – often perceived
as weaknesses. She mentioned that due to lack of opportunities, some skills are just
underdeveloped. Other times, natural giftings are shamed by others. In this survivor’s
experience, she was often told she was too boisterous in school, but instead of someone
harnessing that and identifying the possible positive outcomes, she was shamed. Pimps often
diminish underdeveloped skills. For example, “bottom bitches” are typically natural leaders, but
their giftings have been exploited by pimps. How can we redeem and develop these skill sets?
Another consultant pointed out that many survivors are simply not given opportunities to
explore what they actually like or are good at. What may be perceived as a weakness might just
be an underdeveloped or unexplored strength.

One survivor also pointed out that we must be able to quickly assess gang involvement and address this
aspect right away. Gang involvement will dictate how we engage with a particular survivor. This consultant
stated

“100% [the reason] why girls are gang involved – she needed a family to love her.
You need to make the shift to family – you have to get her to identify that we are
her family. We have different expectations, but we are the new family. That has
to be instilled otherwise when she’s with the rest of the girls she will try to create
her own gang because of [learned] hierarchy.”
Two of the survivors stressed the importance of complete segregation between Phase I and Phase II
residents. One survivor in particular pointed out the danger of luring (i.e. when a pimp sends a girl into a
shelter or service in hopes of recruiting more victims). Furthermore, the needs and level of care of Phase I
residents are different (and often much more intense) than those of Phase II. Phase I residents are often in a
constant state of crisis and often need constant care, love and attention. Phase II residents might view this
and act out to receive such attention as well. Also, Phase I behaviours run the risk of being triggering to Phase
II residents. This need to separate Phase I and II residents brought up a lot of questions of how the house and
facilities could be designed to accommodate both groups. Some of the suggestions and ideas consultants had
in response to these questions included:

Conducting a “soft transition” between Phase I and II. For example, Phase I residents, in
preparation of transitioning into Phase II, could continue to sleep in Phase I designated rooms
but start participating in Phase II programming for a couple of days.
Another survivor proposed something slightly different and suggested that Phase I students
could continue to sleep in the same rooms for the duration of their stay at Restorations but
have separate common rooms.
Another survivor did not believe that Phase I residents would have a great negative impact (e.g. trigger)
Phase II residents as long as the Phase I residents truly demonstrated a commitment to being part of the
program. However, she also admitted that this will depend greatly on our screening and intake process.
Screening will be a crucially important part of ensuring the stability of those inside Restorations’ home.
Effective screening processes was discussed with a couple of the consultants and many emphasized its
importance, one saying:

“There needs to be honesty in screening. Tell them there will be no judgement.
God loves them, we need to work together to change lives. They need to be
honest with drugs, sex, and contact with pimps. But girls need to know that you
love them, trust, there is no judgement. No judgement and unconditional love –
these are so important.”

Questions moving forward
What type of space will best suit Phase I residents?
How do we balance the needs of Phase I residents and Phase II residents with the best function
and use of space?
What, if any, specific staffing needs are required primarily for Phase I residents? How do we
fulfill these needs knowing that we (likely) will not have Phase I residents year-round?
How can we develop the most useful screening and intake policies to better ensure accepting
residents who are fully committed and best prepared for Restorations programming?
How can we work with community partners and services to 1) streamline intake and 2) better
prepare incoming residents?

Phase II Intricacies
Considering that Phase II comprises of the majority of our programming (time wise), much of the
conversations with consultants focused on this element of Restorations. Emphasis was placed on a program
that incorporated the following:

Empowerment
Unconditional love
Grace and mercy
Clear and realistic expectations – from
both residents and staff
Space and time for residents to explore
interests and hobbies otherwise not
pursued
Life giving learning and opportunities
Schedule and routine
Group and teamwork activities
Community building
Trauma therapy
Life skills

Strengths-based approach
Celebration
Decision making
Flexible and adaptable
Not a “one size fits all” approach; have
options
Opportunities to learn through conflict
and tension
Physical exercise
Open communication
Boundaries
Consistency
Transparency
Character development

Many of the survivors placed emphasis on empowering the residents to make decisions and choices to take
ownership of their lives. Pimps will routinely make all decisions for their victims, often punishing them for
making “wrong” decisions. One survivor reflected:

“Even though girls in ‘the life’ don’t have control, they still might have some. I got
to choose what I got to eat and drink. [But] they need to have control afterwards.
How do we empower the girls to make choices and take ownership of their
decisions and lives?”

Community was a common theme throughout the consultations: creating a loving community within the
walls of Restoration and helping the residents find their place in community for once they leave. One survivor
said:

“Loneliness is the number one reason that many return to ‘the life.’ There needs
to be community, to feel like they belong. Fellowship and community – and that’s
important in Christianity too!”
One way to build community is to promote teamwork amongst the residents. One survivor commented:

“I was trained to hate women – they were my competition. This has to be dealt
with through teamwork. We are co-workers and co-heirs in Christ, no someone to
compete against or downplay.”
Another family raised the question of family support after leaving Restorations. She encouraged Restorations
to consider how we can continue to offer support and community to those who leave our program.
Discipline (and policies around discipline) was mentioned by two of the survivors. One survivor who was
cared for by a Christian family as she left her pimp mentioned that the family had rules in place, but when
she broke them or faltered the family never shamed her. Everything was done with unconditional love. They
never made her feel worthless. They told her that they loved her and that new boundaries needed to be put
in place to help her, that they were there to help her develop and move forward. She said:

“One rule they had was no phone after 9:30 PM. I could use my phone during the
day, but night time was for talking, journaling, reading, prayer, etc. The girls
need to know that boundaries, structures, and discipline is out of love! Love
needs to be shown through actions.”
Another survivor commented similarly and said that discipline needs to meet the residents half way and be
given with boundaries, in open communication and with consistency. Discipline policies need to be
developed regarding actions towards staff, volunteers and peers. She also pointed out that discipline is often
a learning experience and stated:

“Ask girls what you think they deserve [for their infraction]. You may be surprised
to hear how hard they are on themselves! They’re constantly going to reveal to
you what their lives were like, and it’s your job to correct. Recalibrate their
internal world.”
It was interesting to hear two survivors discuss the benefit of modeling healthy conflict. One survivor
mentioned the benefit of showing how inter-staff conflict can be resolved in transparency and in the open:

“If there is a conflict among staff, don’t take it behind closed doors, model it
[positive conflict resolution]. Show them! Include the girls in supervision meetings

(not all meetings of course…) to model how people interact with one another
even if there are different viewpoints. Modeling love on a corporate level shows
how it’s applicable to how God operates too.”
Another survivor had a similar thought on how conflict amongst residents can be used as learning
opportunities:

“Conflict can be healthy – use it as an opportunity to teach, problem solve, teach
healthy assertive techniques, etc.”
Residents will go through constant change and growth throughout their time with Restorations. One survivor
recommended doing regular assessments, and another survivor stressed the importance of celebrating
everything and anything.

“As opportunities and experiences increase, people change and develop things
they never knew they had. Outlooks start to change. So checks and balances need
to be done regularly – to show growth, but also to adjust learning and
development (and programming) as necessary. To show change can be positive!”

“Celebrating small goals is important! I still do that! I celebrated after I
completed my first week of school, my first paper, my first test.”
One survivor who was a resident in a longterm home for survivors of human trafficking commented on how
they lacked in-house programming with the exception of periodic counselling. She mentioned that this left
her lying in bed for days and days. To cope, she would set personal goals for herself to get out for a walk
three times a week and then celebrate that achievement. In discussing this period of her life, she 1) affirmed
Restoration’s plans to provide structured routine for residents and 2) encouraged us to help residents set
measurable goals that were attainable and then celebrate with them. She noted that goals often need to
start small; when she first started her program, the goal of her program was to complete 6 months of therapy
and this seemed so unattainable for her because of how long it seemed. Many of our residents will look at
our programming and it will seem like an insurmountable timeframe; how can we break this down to small,
measureable and attainable goals?
While the survivor who commented on staying in bed for days and days acknowledged that this behaviour
was unhealthy, another survivor pointed out that there is a difference between “dark days” (which consist of
processing tough issues) and “dwelling.” She encouraged us to come along side residents to let them know
that we are with them in those dark days, that these dark days are to be expected, and that they are ok to
experience (within reason).
Many of the consultants cautioned Restorations that conflict and tension is inevitable in a house full of
women. One consultant in particular mentioned that living in close proximity to others might be hard for

some and that some might not cope well with the feeling of others “hovering” over them. While discipline
and conflict resolution is important, many of the consultants emphasized group and teamwork building
activities to promote community and rapport:

“Something that really helped me was having things that were helpful to learn
but also life-giving, things that made me feel like I belonged in the group. Like
cooking. It made me feel like I belonged to a family and had a purpose... There
needs to be group activities – if everyone is going to be living together, there
needs to be cohesion and rapport.”

Questions moving forward
What type of space will best suit Phase II residents?
How do we balance the needs of Phase I residents and Phase II residents with the best function
and use of space?
How can we best promote loving community? Amongst residents? Between staff, volunteer and
residents? For residents upon leaving Restorations?
How do we best develop Phase II’s programming so that it empowers women to live life-giving,
sustainable lives, especially once they leave Restorations?
Who are key community partners with whom we need to form relationships in order to provide
the best level of care to residents?
In coming alongside residents, there is a difference between “doing for” and “doing
with/alongside” (see When Helping Hurts for more information); at times it will be necessary to
“do for,” but how do we empower 1) individual residents in their journey and 2) other residents
to come alongside their peers in love and support?

Location & Facilities
Each consultant was asked to comment on Restorations’ plans to locate a house in a more rural setting.
Three of the four consultants were incredibly enthusiastic about Restorations being located outside of an
urban setting. Many of them commented on the dual benefit of being physically removed from the
temptations of city living (access to old friends, drugs, previous lifestyles, etc.) while also being in a peaceful
and serene atmosphere that a rural setting in nature would offer. One consultant commented “nature can be
so healing!” Two consultants commented on how the rural setting will also naturally act as a screening tool:

“The location is actually a bonus in the screening process – it will help determine
a resident’s commitment to the program. This is Restorations – ‘rest’ is the first
four letters! Girls will use that time – the first 30 days – to gather themselves.
[You can tell them]: “Think of this as a vacation that you deserve and should have
had!” The first 30 days will act as a triage.”

“Location is going to deter some people, but it will also attract people who are
really serious.”
One of the survivors expressed concern about the remoteness of being rurally located; she believed
somewhere in a more suburban setting might be far enough away from typical criminal activity but still close
enough to services. However, upon conversing more with this consultant, she commented that not every
program is for everyone and that there is benefit in being farther away from temptations and old lifestyles.
She commented that she found immense value in staying away from previous living environment.
All consultants commented on the importance of having their own bedroom, especially at the beginning of
the program. One of the consultants said that as residents progressed through the program, there might be
benefit in sharing rooms, but even she said that it was preferable for individual bedrooms. The two common
reasons for individual bedrooms were:

1. Allowing space for each resident to be able to have privacy to cope with their emotions and
trauma, especially after tackling tough issues through the day (individual counselling, group
counseling, and other learning opportunities like school, life skills, professional development,
etc).
2. Preventing residents from triggering each other as they coped with emotions and trauma.

“They need to have their space, their privacy. A place to process – they’ve been in
counseling, but they need a place where they can be themselves and ‘chew it
up.’”
Two of the consultants commented on the importance of the Restorations house feeling like “home.” In
particular, they emphasized the need for residents to personalize their own bedrooms.

“Bedrooms can’t feel like a hospital room! It needs to feel like a home.”

“Girls need to be able to individualize their rooms. It does not necessarily have to
be paint, but picking out their own blankets, pillows, etc.”
As questions about living space (i.e. bedrooms, common rooms, etc.) and space where “tough stuff” happens
(i.e. counselling, education, learning new skills, etc.), a survivor recommended having two buildings:

1. The first building to be a home: where you eat, sleep and celebrate. Everyone wants to live in a
comfy, cozy home!
2. Another building for Restorations to operate: staff offices, board room, group therapy room,
individual therapy rooms, school space, etc. This would be a professional, organized space,
leaving the other building – the home – to feel like a home, not like an organization. Who wants
to say that they live at an organization?

One survivor said that a second administrative building could also be used as a space for visitors (as we won’t
want just anyone being able to walk into the “home” – just as we do not expect our personal homes to be
intruded upon unannounced). A home should have boundaries and privacy.
In talking about the nuances and complexities of space and utilizing space, this survivor said that even if two
buildings was not practical and only one building was to be used, a floor should be dedicated for living space
for some degree of separation.

Questions moving forward
What type of space/property do we envision for the “home” of all residents?
What type of space/property is required to perform the administrative and operational
functions of Restorations?
Are there particular municipalities/regions we want to stay closer to/within than others? For
what purpose (e.g. available services, political support, taxes and bylaws, etc?)

Staffing: Staff & Volunteers
All survivors stressed the importance of survivor leadership and mentorship by those with lived experience.
This demonstrates to residents that change is possible and achievable.
One survivor pondered what it would look like to have mentors who lived alongside the residents in the
home. She also felt that while having women with lived experience is important, what was more important to
her was the necessity of having Christian women who know about the issue. She emphasized that mentors
should not treat residents like children, but love them like they would love children.
Many of the consultants asked how we plan to utilize volunteers; in conversations around this topic, I asked
how male volunteers could/should be utilized. Most survivors affirmed that (carefully screened, appropriate)
male volunteers could be incredibly helpful to a survivor’s journey.

"Men get a bad rap, but they need to be introduced as people who can be loving
and safe. Showcasing healthy relationships is important so if she [the resident]
encounters men in the future who are harmful, she has someone [positive] to
compare to.”

“Male volunteers can be helpful in certain capacities… also male volunteers
positively model what family can look like.”
Survivors affirmed that volunteers are useful for tapping into and introducing a wide range of skills and
abilities. Furthermore, volunteers serve as a visual representation of what a resident could become.
A variety of supports is also important: mentors, volunteers, outside services, and individuals/families who
will be part of residents’ lives upon completion of their program at Restorations.

Questions moving forward
What kind of training should volunteers go through? What types of individualized training
should be offered (e.g. grounds maintenance vs. mentorship)?
How can male volunteers be utilized and what policies and procedures should be put into place
to ensure safety and transparency for all?
How can we build up a community of love and support around a resident – one that will “do life”
with her not only during her time at Restorations, but upon completion?

Course Corrections & New Ideas
One survivor mentioned the idea of developing outreach teams, individuals who could be tasked with
following up with those who leave Phase I without continuing on to Phase II. These support persons would
reinforce that we actually care about them – not just when they are in the program, but them as individuals.
Pimps will often convince their victims that no one cares for them, that they (the pimps) are the only people
in their lives who care; follow up with those who leave the program prematurely will challenge this false
notion.
Another staffing suggestion was to have someone specific (a “peer support worker”) for Phase I needs:
teaching crisis and coping skills, legal logistics, etc.
There was also a suggestion that Restorations develop a “train the trainer” protocol for our partners and
referral agencies. This protocol would ultimately assist us in working with partners to screen new residents.
We would be responsible for training others on how to refer, how to get all the paperwork done in order to
get residents in the program, identifying key characteristics of potential residents, etc.
Two modes of counselling/therapy were also suggested to us:

Theophostic counseling: a spiritual care component of counseling. Apparently this type of
counselling goes beyond typical session time, and often women are left days later processing
and digesting as the Holy Spirit nudges them.
Two survivors stated that Dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) was incredibly helpful in their
therapeutic journey.
One survivor challenged us to reconsider our requirements for completion of a high school diploma/GED. She
highlighted the differences between educational skills and entrepreneurial skills and that they are not always
compatible. This particular consultant referenced survivors she knows who would have great difficulty in
completing their high school diploma, but are enormously skilled in other aspects and would benefit from
development in these areas.

Questions moving forward
How can we develop entrepreneurial skills to help residents find gainful and meaningful
employment? By requiring all residents to complete their high school/GED, are we creating red
tape that society already enforces?

Other Affirmations
One survivor commended Restorations for adopted the language of “commercial sexual exploitation.” She
noted that many organizations are only working with trafficked victims and not willing to serve larger
commercially sexually exploited victims, mainly because designated funds (i.e. government funds) are specific
to trafficking issues.
This particular survivor also commended our commitment to character development and encouraged us in
the future to utilize “The Developmental Assets” in our programming. She said that she “loves” this part of
our programming and that she is not seeing it outlined in any other organization or program working with
this population.

“You can teach life skills and job development, but it’s the character development
that is super key too!”
Another survivor commended our strengths-based approach. Keeping this in mind, she encouraged us to
continue pursuing our plan as we’ve developed it thus far but to continue being open to each woman’s needs
and adapt as needed:

“Don’t go in with the mentality that one rigid program will be good for all women
involved. Be flexible and adaptable and have options for the women.”

Concluding Thoughts
In compiling the feedback and contributions from all survivor consultants, I am so incredibly grateful for each
of them: for their willingness to participate and invest in Restorations’ journey and for their profound level of
professionalism even as we asked them to stir up traumatizing history and experiences. Each one of them
expressed a desire to remain connected with Restorations, in itself an affirmation to our direction and plans.
A “course correction” occurs “when a spacecraft gets off of its trajectory, or path through space, [and] it must
be put back on the right path. The location of the spacecraft is determined and its course vector (the speed
and direction of its flight) is calculated. This is compared with the path it should be on. A new vector is
computed that will put it back on course. The ship's attitude thrusters aim the ship and the main thruster
pushes it along the path.”5
As a spacecraft makes its way to the International Space Station or to the moon, if it is off course even in the
slightest, the desired destination is missed – regardless of whether it’s by feet or miles!
In speaking with each of the survivor consultants, I do not feel as if drastic course corrections with huge
degrees of correction are needed. But the tweaks and adjustments we make to our program as a result of
working with survivor leaders are the course corrections necessary in order to be put on the right path and

5

http://www.qrg.northwestern.edu/projects/vss/docs/navigation/1-what-is-course-correction.html

get to our destination. May we continue to be open to course corrections and the navigation suggestions of
others, especially survivor leaders!

Appendix 1: Survivor Voice Policy
Our Commitment to Incorporating and Amplifying the Survivor Voice
Given that our mission is to “rejoice in each other’s uniqueness, restore physical, spiritual
and mental well-being, and empower individuals to step into their life’s purpose,”
Restorations wholeheartedly believes in the importance in incorporating and amplifying
the opinions and voices of survivors in the work that we do. As such, we are committed
to proactively engaging with and involving the survivor voice in organizational
development and providing services to residents. This includes consulting with or hiring
experiential women when deemed appropriate, working with residents to determine
strengths and weaknesses of programming and operations, empowering residents to use
their voice to affect change, and partnering with survivors in endeavours that may match
our mission and values.
We recognize the importance of financially compensating survivors for their work with
Restorations. This demonstrates
1) a commitment to honour and respect their time
2) an appreciation for the emotional, mental and physical energy necessary to share
their experiences with us in order to benefit Restorations
3) our commitment to developing the economic independence of survivors
The Board of Directors and Executive Director will be expected to regularly assess the
level of survivor voice in their operations.

Appendix 2: Consulting Meetings – Questions & Guideline
1. Can you share with me a little bit about your personal story?
a. How were you introduced to the life?
b. How long were you in the Game?
c. How did you leave the life?
d. Were there any individuals, groups, services or organizations that were instrumental to
you leaving? How did they help or hinder you?
e. When you were in the process of leaving, was there anything you wish you had to better
help you (a particular service, a particular kind of assistance, etc.)?
2. Please share with me your initial impressions of Restorations based on what you have seen so far.
What do you think of:
a. The house
i. Our vision for the location of the house
b. Programming:
i. Our planned programming structure
ii. Suggestions for programming improvements
c. Staffing and Support
i. What would an ideal staff structure look like?
ii. What would you recommend as the qualifications (professional or otherwise) for
staff?
iii. How would you envision the staff operating within the house?
iv. How should we utilize volunteers?
v. What networks we should tap into?
vi. What partnerships we should pursue?
d. Any suggestions for other elements we may have overlooked
3. What feedback do you have on the anticipated success of programming?
4. What excites you the most about Restorations?
5. Is there anything that puzzles you or worries you about Restorations?
6. What questions do you still have about Restorations?

Appendix 3: Letter of Introduction & Contract
Dear _________________________
At Restorations Second Stage Homes, our mission is to “rejoice in each other’s uniqueness,
restore physical, spiritual and mental well-being, and empower individuals to step into their life’s
purpose.” As such, we wholeheartedly believe in the importance in inviting and amplifying the
opinions and voices of survivors in the work that we do. We are committed to proactively
engaging with and involving the survivor voice in organizational development and providing
services to residents. This includes consulting with or hiring experiential women (survivors)
when deemed appropriate, committing to work with residents to determine strengths and
weaknesses of programming and operations, committing to empower residents to use their voice
to affect change, and partnering with survivors in endeavours that may match our mission and
values.
In order to move forward in becoming operational, we at Restorations are making the conscious
effort to work with survivors in identifying key strengths and weaknesses of our planned
programming.
In hiring you as a survivor consultant, we value your insight and input. Our planned meeting will
be informal in nature (i.e. discussions at a coffee shop or similar meeting place) to gain a sense –
based on your experiences – of the perceived effectiveness (or ineffectiveness…) of
Restorations’ planned programming. We hope to use the time of our meeting to:
Learn more about your survival story;
gain a sense of how Restorations can be of service to those who have experienced/are
experiencing similar histories;
affirm positive aspects of our planned programming; and
consider adaptations to our planned programming based on your recommendations and
suggestions.

During our meeting together, we hope to hear from you regarding:
Constructive feedback on the direction of our planned programming
Suggestions for operational structures (building, use of volunteers, networks and
partnerships)
Suggestions for programming improvements
Suggestions for any elements previously overlooked
Suggestions for what an ideal staff structure would look like and their
qualities/qualifications
Feedback on anticipated success of programming
A solid level of feedback to ensure that programming moves forward in a successful and
well thought out manner

We look forward to meeting with you!
The Restorations Board

Terms of Contract
1.1
Services. Restorations Second Stage Home (referred to as “Restorations” from this point
forward) has engaged __________________________ [Consultant’s Name; from this point
forward, referred to as “Consultant”] to provide services in connection with Restorations’
planned programming and operations.
Consultant is an independent contractor and is not an employee, partner, or co-venturer of, or in
any other service relationship with, Restorations. Consultant is not authorized to speak for,
represent, or obligate Restorations in any manner without the prior express written authorization
from an officer of Restorations.
1.2
Time and Availability. Consultant will meet with a Restorations representative at a
mutually agreed upon location for approximately 2 hours in order to discuss and provide
feedback on Restorations’ planned programming and operational structure.
Prior to this meeting, the Consultant will receive information about Restorations so that they may
have time to review the organization’s plans and structure. This will help provide the information
and context to effectively discuss Restorations’ planned programming during the meeting
between Consultant and Restorations representative.
1.3
Compensation. The Consultant will be financially compensated $40 for their
participation and contribution.

1.4
Confidentiality. Both Restorations and the Consultant will agree to respect confidential
aspects of the meeting’s discussion. This includes any personal information about the
Consultant’s story, history or experiences. The Consultant is free to decide how much of their
own personal details they wish to share with the Restorations’ representative. Restorations does
not have the right to share these personal details with anyone outside of the organization. In
sharing details about the meeting between the Consultant and the Restorations’ representative,
the Restorations’ representative will ensure that any details provided are within the context of
how future residents and clients of the organization may benefit from Restorations’ planned
programming and operations.
Name of Restorations’ Representative:

________________________________

Name of Survivor Consultant:

________________________________

Date:

________________________________

Address:

________________________________
________________________________

